FIGs for Business Students

- Start working on your Global Context requirements
- Explore subjects that can lead to a minor
- Take classes that meet Core Education requirements
- Meet like-minded peers with similar interests
- Prepare for studying abroad
- Gain knowledge and skills that are important for being a well-rounded business student

FIGS Recommended for Business Students - Click FIG name to learn more.

Development Safari (Language, >1, >GP)
The Asian Lens (>1, >GP, >2)
Bella Italia (Language, >1, >GP)
Speak to the World (Language)
Brilliant Imperfection (>1, >2, >US)
Planning for the Planet (>1, >2)
Carnegie Global Oregon (>2, >GP)

Analyzing Our Environment (>3)
Radicals and Reformers (>2, >1, >GP)
Hidden History (>2, >1, >US)
Gurus and Governors (>1, >GP, >2)
From War to Peace (>1, >GP, >2)
Stories We Tell (>1, >GP)
Breaking the Wall (>1, >GP, >2, >US)

Follow UO FIGS on Social Media!

Questions? Email figs@uoregon.edu